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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess the deviation of the fractured zygomatic bone involved in zygomaticomaxillary complex fractures after reduction using the proposed 3D-Printed Zygomatic Sliding Surgical Guide.

Material and methods: Twenty arbitrary zygomaticomaxillary complex fractures were virtually simulated on ten digital skulls. Individualized twenty 3D-Printed Zygomatic Sliding Surgical Guides and infraorbital and zygomaticofrontal plates were designed following the created fractures. The segmented skulls, zygomatic bones, surgical guides, and bone plates were 3D printed. The zygomatic bone was reduced into the planned position using the Zygomatic Sliding Surgical Guide. The reduced zygomatic bones were fixed at two points guided by the surgical guide using the 3D-printed bone plates. The reduced skull was scanned, and reduction was assessed at the four zygomatic bone tails.

Results: The zygomatic bones were reduced accurately into position with minimal mean deviations (0-0.6mm).

Conclusion: The proposed 3D-Printed Zygomatic Sliding Surgical Guide is valuable for reducing fractured zygomatic bones into virtually planned positions.
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INTRODUCTION

Zygomaticomaxillary complex (ZMC) is vital for facial skeleton function and appearance.1 Following traumatic injuries, the nature of ZMC articulations results in complex fractures.2 These fractures have several comorbidities3 and substantial psychosocial effects4. Several factors are crucial for adequately managing ZMCFs. These factors are correct diagnosis, sufficient exposure, accurate anatomical reduction, adequate fixation, and follow-up.5-7
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Correct anatomical reduction of the ZMC is the keystone for functional and cosmetic restoration.\textsuperscript{8-11} Traditionally, ZMCFs’ reduction is based on the surgeon’s mental simulation that varies according to experience and skills.\textsuperscript{9,12-15} Which results in facial asymmetry requiring secondary intervention in 9% of all and 21% of comminuted ZMCFs.\textsuperscript{16} Several methods were introduced to improve ZMCFs reduction. Including: virtual planning, surgical guides, intraoperative navigation, intraoperative imaging, and augmented reality.\textsuperscript{17-20} 3D-printed surgical guides (3DP-SGs) were used in mandibular fractures, reconstruction, and orthognathic surgery.\textsuperscript{19,21-23} However, few studies used 3DP-SGs to manage ZMCFs.\textsuperscript{24,25} Moreover, the used surgical guides are conventional static (passive) stents.

The proposed 3D-printed Zygomatic Sliding Surgical Guide (3DP-ZSSG) was designed to actively reduce zygomatic bone in ZMCFs into virtually planned positions. It aids in manipulating the fractured zygoma and fixing the infraorbital plate in the intended location while stabilizing the bone in place. To the extent of the author’s knowledge, 3DP-ZSSG is the first active surgical guide used in the management of maxillofacial fractures. The current study aimed to assess the degree of deviation of the fractured zygoma from the virtually planned position following reduction using the 3DP-ZSSG.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

An in-vitro study was done to assess the degree of reduction of zygomatic bone involved in ZMCFs utilizing the proposed 3DP-ZSSG. The study consisted of twenty 3DP-ZSSGs used to reduce twenty zygomatic bones of ten skulls.

**Creation of 3D templates:**

The 3D templates were designed in SOLIDWORKS Professional (2022, InspectionXpert Corporation, Germany) as follows. Infraorbital plate template (IO-PT): Six equally spaced circles (4.5mm diameter), each with an inner circle (1.8mm diameter), were created on a three-point arc and joint with connecting arcs. The skitch was extruded for 10mm. Zygomatico-frontal plate template (ZF-PT): ZF-PT was created as the IO-PT but with four cylinders. The infraorbital plate-track subtraction template (IO-PT-ST): The IO-PT sketch was offset by 0.5mm and extruded for 10mm. (Fig1(a-f)) The threaded-column template (TCT): Thread cuts (metric die (M10X1.0), 1mm override pitch, 60° start angle, 2mm offset) were made on a cylinder (4mm base diameter, 20mm height). The nut: An inner cut thread (metric tap (M10X1.0), threads parameters as TCT) were made on a hexagon (across-sides width 6mm, 5mm height). The nut driver: a cylinder with an inner hexagon nut-hole (across-sides width 6.2mm, depth 15mm) was attached to a neck and a hexagon handle. (Fig2(a-g)) The designed models were exported as STL files.

**Creation of skull and fractured zygoma:**

A CT scan with an intact facial skeleton was uploaded to Materialise Mimics Research software (v21, Materialise NV Technologielaan, Belgium). Bone marrow spaces were filled, and the bone models were exported as an STL file and duplicated ten times; each was imported to a Materialise 3-Matic Research file (v13). Different arbitrary fracture lines segmented the zygomatic bone from the skull at the frontozygomatic tail (FZT) and zygomaticomaxillary (ZM) suture. (Fig3(a-d))

**Bone plates adjustment:**

The 3D templates were imported to the 3-Matic file. The IO-PT and IO-PT-ST were oriented at the proposed site to bring their outer face parallel to and 4mm off the facial surface of the inferior orbital ridge (IOR). The IO-PT was subtracted from the skull duplicate into a 3mm thickness creating the infraorbital bone plate (IO-P). The same was done with the ZF-PT at the lateral orbital ridge crossing the fracture line creating the ZF bone plate (ZF-P) (Fig4a-d).
Fig. (1) a: IO-PT sketch; b: IO-PT sketch 10mm extrusion; c: IO-PT model; d: ZF-PT sketch; e: IO-PT-ST sketch; f: IO-PT-ST model.

Fig. (2) a, b, & c: designing the TCT; d, e, & f: creating the nut; g: the nut driver.
Fig. (3) a, b: full skull model frontal and lateral views; c, d: segmented zygomatic bones frontal and posterior views.

Fig. (4) a & b: IO-PT and IO-PT-ST placed parallel to and 4mm off the facial surface of the IOR; c & d: subtracted IO-PT adjusted to 3mm thickness; e & f: 3DP-ZSSG-MP base placed parallel to and 8mm off the facial surface of the IOR extended 15mm into the orbital cavity. The two guiding cylinders and the TCT oriented in a triangular pattern; g: 3DP-ZSSG-MP subtracted from the fractured zygoma duplicate; h: the two full depth 3.5mm diameter holes (1) and the first IOR-FS-SFS hole (2); i: the trimmed 3DP-ZSSG-MP; j: the two IOR-OS-SFS holes; k & l: IO-PT-ST duplicate subtracted of the 3DP-ZSSG-MP creating IO-P track (arrow).
Creation of 3DP-ZSSG:

3DP-ZSSG mobile part (3DP-ZSSG-MP): A cuboid (20LX15WX25Hmm³) was oriented parallel to and 8mm off the IOR facial surface and with the orbital extension of 15mm. Two guiding cylinders (3mm diameter, 17mm height) and the TCT were placed perpendicular to the cuboid facial face in a triangular pattern creating the three-guiding columns (3GC). The four parts were fused to 3DP-ZSSG-MP. The 3DP-ZSSG-MP was subtracted from the fractured zygoma. Three facial holes corresponding to IO-P holes and two orbital holes were made. The two lateral facial and the middle holes were made with a 3.5mm full-depth, and 3.5mm 2mm-depth and 2mm-full-depth diameters, respectively, creating the first IOR-facial-surface stent-fixing screw (IOR-FS-SFS) and the two mobile part IOR-orbital-surface stent-fixing screws (IOR-OS-SFSs) holes. The 3DP-ZSSG-MP was trimmed to the bone contour. IO-PT-ST was subtracted from the 3DP-ZSSG-MP to create the IO-P track. (Fig4(e-l))

3DP-ZSSG Fixed part (3DP-ZSSG-FP) designing: A cuboid (40LX25WX35H mm³) was oriented parallel to and 4mm above the intact medial part of the IOR. A second cuboid fitted to the 3DP-ZSSG-MP facial face was subtracted from the first cuboid creating the 3DP-ZSSG-FP base. The 3DP-ZSSG-FP base was trimmed to the required shape and subtracted from the skull, the 3DP-ZSSG-MP, and the IO-PT-ST. Six facial holes corresponding to IO-P holes and two orbital holes were made. The second medial facial and the two orbital holes were made 3.5mm diameter at 2mm depth and 2mm to full depth, creating the second IOR-FS-SFS and the two fixed-part IOR-OS-SFS holes. The remaining holes were made with a 3.5mm full-depth diameter (Fig5a-f). The same was done for the opposite side. The broken skull, the two zygomas, and the two sides IO-P, ZF-P, and 3DP-ZSSGs were exported as STL files.

![Fig. (5) a: The first cuboid oriented parallel to and 4mm off the facial surface of 3DP-ZSSG-MP; b: the first cuboid (1), the second cuboid fitted to the facial surface of 3DP-ZSSG-MP (2); c: 3DP-ZSSG-FP fixed part base trimmed to shape and subtracted off the skull, 3DP-ZSSG-MP duplicates and of the IO-PT-ST; d: six holes of 3DP-ZSSG-FP corresponding to IO-P with the second IOR-FS-SFS hole (arrow); e: the fitting surface of the 3DP-ZSSG showing the IO-P track (arrow); f: fully assembled 3DP-ZSSG showing the mobile (turquoise) and fixed part (magenta).]
Printing process:

The STL models were imported for slicing to the Photon workshop (v 2.1.29). Automatic supports were created, and the models were sliced at 0.05mm-layer thickness. The sliced files were printed by Anycubic Photon Mono X 6K LCD-based 3D desktop printer (Anycubic-Griesheim-Gustav burg, Frankfurt, Germany) utilizing ABS-like photopolymer resin (SHENZHEN ELEGOO Technology CO., Ltd, Shenzhen, China). The prints were washed in an ultrasonic cleaner (Intelligent Ultrasonic Cleaner -600 mL-China) at 50-Watt power for 10 minutes using Isopropyl Alcohol 99.9%. The washed prints were solidified in UV Resin Curing Light Box (405nm UV led light with 360° Turntable).

Fracture reduction:

The 3DP-ZSSG-MP was aligned to the broken zygoma. Holes were drilled into the IOR using a 1.2mm drill (Dremel, Wisconsin, US) on a straight handpiece (Dremel, Wisconsin, US), and the 3DP-ZSSG-MP was fixed using micro screws (1.6mm diameter, 12mm length) (LYJEE PA, Letool international ltd). The 3DP-ZSSG-FP fixed part was inserted into the 3GC and aligned to the intact IOR. The 3DP-ZSSG-FP was drilled and screwed in position. The nut was screwed using the nut driver, slowly reducing the fractured zygoma into the planned position. ZF-P was seated in position, drilled, and screwed. The two IOR-FS-SFS were removed, keeping the four IOR-OS-SFSs fixing the 3DP-ZSSG and stabilizing the fractured zygoma. The IO-P was inserted into the IO-P track and fixed in position by reinserting the two IOR-FS-SFSs. The remaining four IO-P holes were drilled and screwed. The 3DP-ZSSG fixing screws and the 3DP-ZSSG were removed. The two IOR-FS-SFSs were reinserted in position (Fig. 6a-f&7a-c).

---

Fig. (6) a: 3DP-ZSSG-MP fixed to the broken zygoma using the two IOR-OS-SFS and the first IOR-FS-SFS; b: 3DP-ZSSG-FP assembled to the 3DP-ZSSG-MP, seated and fixed to the intact part of the IOR using the two IOR-OS-SFS and the second IOR-FS-SFS. The broken zygoma is not reduced into position (arrow); c: screwing the nut into place using nut driver (arrow); d: the nut screwed to the final position (1) actively reducing the zygoma into position (2); e: ZF-P fixed in position; f: the first and second IOR-FS-SFS were removed to allow the insertion of the IO-P (arrow) into the IO-P track.
Evaluation of zygomatic bone reduction:

Each reduced skull was scanned using an Einscan SP scanner (SHINING 3D, Hangzhou, China), then imported to the corresponding 3-Matic file. The scanned-reduced skull was aligned to the original skull using point registration followed by global automatic alignment. The assessment of zygomatic bone reduction was done through the following. Part surface comparison analysis: non-signed part-surface comparison analysis measured the maximum distance and the mean part-surface differences. Deviation at different zygomatic tails: The anterior and downward deviations at the IOR fracture were measured. Three standardized sectioning horizontal planes were made by cutting the skull at the mid-lateral orbital wall (section one), the infraorbital foramen (section two), and the lower part of the ZM fracture line (section three). Section one measured the anterior and medial deviations at ZFT and lateral deviation at the zygomaticosphenoidal tail (ZST). Section two measured lateral and anterior deviations at the zygomaticotemporal tail (ZTT). Section three measured the zygoma facial surface (FS-Z) anterior deviation at the ZM fracture line. The anterior and downward deviations at the IOR fracture were measured. (Fig8(a-f))

Statistical assessment

The mean, standard deviation, and minimal and maximum values were determined using Microsoft Excel 365.
RESULTS

Evaluation of zygomatic bone reduction:

Table (1) describes the mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum values of part surface analysis with a mean maximum comparison distance of 0.78±0.13mm and mean comparison distance of 0.16±0.14mm. Table (2) describes the reduction deviations at different zygomatic bone tails. The maximum mean deviation was the lateral deviation at ZTT of 0.60±0.39mm. There were no post-reduction deviations at IOR (anterior and downward) and ZFT (anterior direction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE (1) Part surface comparison analysis findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. (8) a: Part surface comparison analysis; b & c: the horizontal plane (1), section one passing through the mid-lateral orbital wall (2), section two passing through the infraorbital foramen (3), and section three passing through the ZM fracture line (4); d: anterior and lateral deviations of ZFT (1 & 2, respectively), lateral deviation of ZST (3); e: anterior and lateral deviations of ZTT (1 & 2, respectively); f: anterior deviation of the FS-Z; g: downward and anterior deviation at the IOR fracture (1 & 2, respectively).
Zygomatic bone has complicated anatomical articulations affecting the nature and management of the ZMCFs. Proper reduction is mandatory in the ZMCFs management. Minor reduction errors may cause functional and esthetic complications requiring secondary surgical intervention. Utilizing local flaps during bone reduction does not allow the proper 3D perception of ZMC anatomy. Combining this poor 3D perception with surgeon mental simulation could lead to poor postoperative results. Besides, reduction at ZST and ZTT is done indirectly utilizing these local flaps. The availability of computer-aided surgical techniques for diagnosis, virtual planning, and treatment of maxillofacial fractures allowed for individualized surgical fracture treatment minimizing the potential of postoperative pitfalls.

The 3DP-ZSSG managed to actively reduce the zygomatic bone into the virtually planned position with minimal mean deviation (ranging from zero to 0.6mm). This could be attributed to several reasons: 1) The three-dimensional spatial guidance of the 3GC’s triangular orientation allowed 3D positioning of the zygomatic bone. 2) Facial and orbital extensions of the fixed and mobile parts allowed a broader surface of bone contact allowing for accurate guide positioning. Meanwhile, the 15mm extension of the guide into the orbit was within the safe orbital dissection distance (39.4±2.9mm from the IOR), not extending to the inferior orbital fissure. 3) Inserting IO-P into position while keeping 3DP-ZSSG fixed to the bone stabilizes the zygomatic bone during plate drilling and screwing. 4) Stabilizing the individualized IO-P during drilling in the planned position using the two IOR-FS-SFSs prevents plate movement over the poor-anatomical-landmark facial surface of the IOR, which led to zero deviation at IOR. The current study also introduced a simple method for displacement evaluation that allows 3D perception of the zygomatic bone displacement in space, which could be used as a standardizing method for comparing different research.

Comparing the current study results to other studies is difficult due to the significant difference in the design and the evaluation parameters among the literature. However, the comparison could indicate the reduction accuracy of ZMCFs utilizing 3DP-ZSSG. Clemens Klug et al. utilized surgical simulation on 3D printed skull models and navigation system to reduce zygomatic fractures in 4 patients with screws position discrepancy of 1.1±0.3mm in the 3D coordinates. Feng et al. bent the metal plates on 3D printed head models. They created self-cured acrylic resin surgical guides for the reduction of unilateral ZMCFs in 4 patients. Postoperative displacements were at the IOR (anteroposterior:2.11mm, up-down: 0.24mm), FS-Z (anteroposterior:1.14mm), ZTT (mediolateral:0.14mm, anteroposterior:2.01mm), and ZFT (mediolateral: 0.5mm, anteroposterior: 0.75mm). Li et al. utilized individualized surgical

### TABLE (2) Reduction deviations at different zygomatic bone tails (mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>ZFT</th>
<th>ZTT</th>
<th>FS-Z</th>
<th>ZST</th>
<th>IOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direction of displacement</td>
<td>Anterior</td>
<td>Medial</td>
<td>Anterior</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
guides constructed using a rapid prototyping machine to reduce simulated ZMCFs in 6 cadaver heads. However, Li et al. did not specify the degree of deviation. Moreover, the design of their surgical guides required extensive exposure to the fracture sites and did not include a mechanism to guide the preformed plates’ position.

Li et al.\(^\text{35}\) in 2012 corrected an old zygomatico-orbito-maxillary fracture in a patient using virtual planning. The reduced skull and three surgical guides were 3D-printed, and the metal plates were bent over the printed skull. Li et al. reported consistent post-reduction anatomy but did not reveal the method of consistency determination. Moreover, Le et al. showed a 2.0mm deviation without clarifying the measurement method or the direction of variation.

Yang et al.\(^\text{36}\) held a retrospective study on unilateral displaced zygomatic fractures comparing navigation assisted versus traditional reduction. The gaps at the sutures were as follows; ZTT (navigation: 3.31±4.38mm, control: 3.99±4.48mm), ZMT (navigation: 6.9±3.09mm, control: 5.13±3.44mm), ZFT (navigation: 0.98±1.48mm, control: 2.01±1.95mm), and IOR (navigation: 5.84±3.07mm, control: 3.48±3.41mm). Degala et al.\(^\text{37}\) conducted a study to compare the two vs. three-point fixation of the unilateral ZMCFs following manual anatomical reduction. The two-point fixation of the first group was at ZFT and ZM buttress, adding a third point in the second group at IOR. The mean postoperative displacement at ZM buttress (group A: 1.08mm, group B: 0.33mm), IOR (group A: 1.75mm, group B: 0.42mm), and at FZT (group A: 0.67mm, group B: 0mm). Degala et al. did not clearly define the direction of displacement nor the standard deviation of the mean values. The current study utilized two points of fixation of ZMCFs at IOR and FZT. However, the present study’s results were comparable to the three-point fixation group of the Degala et al. study, even better at the IOR.

Chu et al.\(^\text{38}\) utilized a surgical navigation system to reduce unilateral ZMCFs in fifteen patients. Deviations corresponding to the current study measurements were as follows; FS-Z anteroposterior deviation (mean: 0.69mm, max: 2mm, min: 0mm), ZTT mediolateral deviation (mean: 0.71mm, max: 1.5mm, min: 0.2mm). Van Hout et al.\(^\text{39}\) assessed the accuracy of ZMCFs treatment utilizing the intraoperative CBCT imaging following closed or opened reduction. Reduction revision was performed in cases of inadequate anatomical position. The postoperative mean surface-distance-difference between the reduced and the mirrored intact zygomas was 1.67±0.89mm.

3DP-ZSSG is a valuable innovative tool for the active reduction of ZMCFs. The deviations of the reduced zygoma from the planned position using the 3DP-ZSSG were minimal compared to the results of compared studies. The design of the 3DP-ZSSG has the flexibility for modification specific to every case. The basic idea is to attach the fixed part to the suitable intact bone and the mobile part to the fractured segment. This concept could be applied in the reduction of other facial bone fractures. Moreover, the stable-wide fixation of the mobile part to the fractured piece allowed easy manipulation of the broken bone, declining the need for other manipulating tools such as the Carroll Girard screw. Besides, the size of the assembled guide (mediolateral length of 3cm, up-down height of approximately 1cm at the medial end, 2cm at the lateral end) could be accommodated by subconjunctival or subciliary incisions with lateral canthotomy. 3D-printed surgical guides are cheaper, easy to use, require less intraoperative preparation time, and need minimal gear.\(^\text{24,40}\)

However, the 3DP-ZSSG requires the basic skills of using 3D designing software. Though the potential of 3DP-ZSSG usage in ZMCFs is limitless, improving the learning curve deserves to be done. The application of 3DP-ZSSG in vivo is required to examine clinical cases’ usability.
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